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FOREWORD

This summary document is the first of five volumes that present

the work completed by Space-General Corporation, and the Spacecraft and

Space Propulsion Divisions of Aerojet-General Corporation on the "Inves-

tigation of Space Rendezvous Propulsion System Requirements". Other

volumes completing the report are Volume II - Phase Analyses, Volume III -

Mission and Design Analyses, Volume IV - Tables and Figures, and Volume

V - Appendices.

The study was conducted under National Aeronautics and Space

Administration Contract NAS 7-87.
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I.	 INTRODUCTION

This is the first of five volumes presenting the results of contract NAS 7-87,

"Investigation of Space Rendezvous Propulsion System Requirements". This volume

summarizes the work presented in the other four volumes.

The study was divided into four basic areas of study: (1) literature review,

(2) independent analysis of the rendezvous phases, (3) analysis of representative

rendezvous missions, and (4) conceptual and preliminary design of rendezvous propulsion

systems.

Prior to discussion of the above phases of the study, it is necessary to

define rendezvous propulsion. Rendezvous propulsion has been defined as those pro-

pulsion systems, utilized in the rendezvous operation, which have the capability for

completion of closed-loop vehicle closure and docking. ; In addition, the propulsion

system may be required to satisfactorily perform other operations connected with the

rendezvous maneuver. The rendezvous propulsion system is normally contained in

the last stage of the rendezvous vehicle.

The initial effort under the study involved a comprehensive literature review;

the resulting bibliography is presented in Appendix A. References on all phases of

the rendezvous maneuver are included.

To gain a better understanding of the rendezvous maneuver, the maneuver was

divided into phases, each of which was initially examined independently. The phases

studies include ascent, orbit transfer, midcourse correction, closure, and docking.

In addition, two areas of study, although not strictly rendezvous phases, were

subjected to independent investigation. These involved an attitude control analysis

and an analysis of engire transient and control effects. The individual phases are

illustrated graphically in. Figure 1 of this volume.

Three different missions, which were consi. -ed representativf of the rendez-

vous missions to occur in the next 10-15 year period, were examined. These missions

Page 1
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are: (1) earth-orbit rendezvous of Saturn C -5 payloads, (2) earth-orbit rendezvous

with a space station, and (3) lunar-orbit rendezvous.

The primary purpose of examining the rendezvous phases and missions was to

establish propulsion requirements such as characteristic velocity, thrust-to-mass

ratio, thrust variability, number of restarts, thrust vector control requirements,

etc.

The subsequent design studies define the best type of propulsion system and

vehicle for completion of the rendezvous missions. Included in the propulsion

design analysis are the selection of propellant combination, engine design and cool-

ing method, feed system, tankage type and material, etc. Configuration studies

were made to determine the best vehicle configuration, best number of engines, number

of tanks, etc.

The design analysis was carried out in three basic steps: (1) conceptual

design of the propulsion system to perform the earth-orbit rendezvous of Saturn C -5

payloads, (2) preliminary design of the propulsion system to perform the Saturn C -5

rendezvous mission and (3) mission variation effects on the propulsion system design.

II.	 PHASE kNALYSES

A.	 THE ASCENT PHASE

The ascent or launch phase way; examined during the rendezvous study

to determine the effect of the 'launch trajectory on the rendezvous propulsion require-

ments and payload. For the case in which no specific launch vehicle is stipulated,

the ascent analysis would consist basically of establishing the approximate size

of the final stage by distributing the characteristic velocity judiciously among

the n stages of the vehicle, taking into consideration out-of-plane and launch-time

delay requirements. The result consists of a table of multistage systems for a

range of rendezvous mission parameters. It was recognized, h r-wever, that the design

of the rendezvous system is actually constrained by existing launch vehicle designs

and practical requirements on rendezvous orbit altitudes. Consequently, no attempt

was made to optimize the staging of the over-all vehicle.

The ascent phase analysis does, however, show the variation in size

of the rendezvous vehicle, and the final payload, with launch vehicle configuration

Page 2
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and rendezvous altitude. haunch vehicle configurations have been self.cted as

representative of the capabilities that will be available. They cover a rendezvous

vehicle weight range of approximately 10,000 lb to 400,000 lb (based on a 100 n.m.

initial orbit altitude). The data of the ascent analysis is presented largely in

terms of the use of an intermediate orbit in the rendezvous flight profile, although

approximate means are provided (Appendix B) for interpreting the datrA in terms of

direct ascent.

Also included in the analysis is a comparison between the direct

ascent and the parking orbit techniques. The parking orbit technique offers numerous

advantages over the direct ascent and car., by staging in the intermediate orbit,

provide a payload advantage over the direct ascent method.

Other factors considered in the ascent phase analysis are the effects

of a launch delay, and the effects of orbit inclination and orbit altitude on the

ascent phase velocity requirements. The velocity penalty associated with a launch

delay has been develcped. Factors affecting the selection of orbit altitude have

been evaluated with emphasis on the utilization of rendezvous compatible orbits.

B.	 THE ORBIT TRANSFER PHASE

Orbit transfers for rendezvous maneuvers are unique in that the prime

requirement of the transfer is to place the rendezvousing vehicle in the vicinity

of the target with the initial conditions required for thl closure phase. That is,

in most transfers for rendezvous maneuvers, the final correction of a typical

orbital transfer is replaced by the closure phase maneuver. The philosophy of

reserving the final orbital correction for the closure phase is practiced throughout.

the analysis.

Based on the contemplated rendezvous missions, it is assumed -;hat both

the original orbit from which the vehicle is launched and the final targ;:t orbit

will be circular. Small eccentricities in the actual orbits, resulting from the

various errors, will exist* however, these eccentricities should be small enough to

be ignored when determining the propulsion requirements for most transfer operations.

Transfers between elliptical orbits and between circular and elliptical orbits are

not contemplated for the friendly rendezvous missions currently projected during the

next 10 years; thus these transfers are not considered. Therefore, only coplanar
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and non-coplanar transfers between circular orbits, and epoch charges in circular

orbits, are analyzed. Hohmann transfers are assumed throughout for simplicity;

non-Hohmann transfers wil? generally result in larger propulsion requirements than

those given. All velocity requirements were determined on the basis of impulsive

thrusting.

The results of the analysis can be stated briefly as follows. For the

in-plane transfers the velocity requirements can range from 100 to 5000 ft/sec, but

since most transfers will be to and frm, orbits below the Van Allen belt, a maximum

of about 500 ft/sec can be expected. The desirable initial thrust-to-mass ratios

will vary between 0.05 lbf/lbm and 1.0 lbf/lbm. The propulsion system will not be

required to be restartable unless it is also used for the closure phase. Thrust

vector control by the main engine may be required for high accelerations, but the

vehicle attitude control system will generally be adequate for the low acceleration

cases.

For transfers involving a plane change, the velocity requirements can

be significantly larger than for the in-plane transfers. Requirements as large as

11,000 ft/sec are possible, but th plane changes required will generL.ly be small

giving a typical maximum requirement of about 1000 ft/sec. The desirable initial

thrust-to-mass ratios are between 0.05 lbf/lbm and 1.0 lbf/lbm.

C. MIDCOURSE CORRECTION PHASE

The midcourse correction phase of the rendezvous maneuver is generally

characterized by impulsive-type, intermittent corrections applied after the orbit

transfer maneuver (or after burnout of a direct ascent) in order to provide an

interception course prior to initiation of the closure phase. The total midcourse

correction velocity requirement will be in the range from 100 to 200 ft/se: when

limited ground tracking is used. A typical velocity requirement for the largest pulse

is les6 than 70 ft/sec. The thrust-to-mass ratio will normally range between 0.02

and 0.1 lbf/lbm. The propulsion system must be restartable and thrust vector control

can be provided by a capable attitude control system.

D. THE CLOSURE PHASE

The closure phase is the primary rendezvous phase. During this phase

the interceptor vehicle is brought into close proximity with the target and the

position and velocity of the two vehicles are matched. The closure phase is efined

Page 4
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in this study as the phase of the rendezvous maneuver which is characterized by

closed-loop pz^)pulsion system control through target lock-on. (It should be notes

that the midcourse phase, previously examined in Section IV, is a special case of

the closure phase involving interception only which, because of its importance,

was examined separately.)

The purpose of the closure phase analysis is to establish propulsior

requirements for the terminal or closure phase of the rendezvous maneuver. The

analysis has been directed toward the review and evaluation of various closure

techniques. The kinematics and dynamics of closure paths have been examined and

the equations of motion applicable to this phase have been established. The equations

were then programmed on both digital and analog computers and solved for a variety

of closure thrust programs.

A number of terminal guidance systems, both manual and automatic,

located in either the interceptor or target, have already been proposed for the

satellite rendezvous problem l. The majority of these systems utilize proportional

navigation with constant bearing guidance schemes. Therefore, these schemes and

modifications of them proposed by Cicolani 2, Sears and Felleman3, and Harrison4

have been used in this study.

A number of different thrust programs using the above proposed

guidance systems have been considered. These include:

1. Continuous thrust with variable thrust level.

2. Continuous thrust with limited thrust variability.

3. Frequency-modulated pulse thrust.

4. On-off thrust with constant thrust level.

5. On-off-constant thrust to maintain interception, followed by

a continuous variable thrust program to obtain the final closure.

1Appendix_ A, Bibliography

2Reference 1

3Reference 2

Reference 3
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6. A modification of (5) in which continuous-variable thrust is

used to maintain interception.

7. A modification of (5) in which on-off constant thrust is used

to obtain the final closure.

Propulsion requirements, including characteristic velocity, specific

thrust, specific thrust variability, and burning time, have been established for

the above thrust programs. A variety of initial conditions, such as different

initiation criteria, orbit altitudes, and orbit transfer errors were used in the

analysis.

In the final analysis the propulsion requirements for each of the

above programs were examined in detail and the thrust programs and guidance schemes

were compared. The results of the closure phase analysis are summarized in the

following paragraphs.

The best initial position of the interceptor with respect to the

target at initiation of closure phase thrust is ahead of the target when the inter-

ceptor is transferring from a lower altitude and behind the target when the inter-

ceptor transfers from a higher orbit. Adherence to these criteria assures that a

1800 reversal of the main engine thrust will not be required.

The best aim point for apogee of the transfer ellipse was found to

vary with the transfer errors. (This apogee position will, of course, never be

achieved becrase closure will be initiated prior to it. Designation of the Hohmann

transfer in terms of its apogee with respect to tiie target does provide a simple

way of classifying the transfer trajectories, however.) When she transfer errors

are very small, commensurate with extensive tracking, the aim point should be

slightly below and behind the target (at apogee passage). As the errors are

increased, the aim point moves to a position ahead of and above the target.

Comparison of the guidance schemes allows the following generalizations.

The basic method proposed by Cicolani results in minimized propulsion requirements,

(i.e., lower velocity increment and lower thrust variability) while the method

proposed by Sears and Felleman is more practical to implement in a flight vehicle.

Page 6
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Comparison of the thrust programs resulted in the selection of a

continuous thrust scheme with limited thrust variability. This thrust program was

found to be ideally suited to transfers involving small transfer errors. When the

transfer errors were large the best thrust program involved a continuous thrust mode

preceded by a constant intermittent thrust interception or midcourse phase.

The criteria for thrust initiation depends upon both the transfer

errors and the thrust program. Generally, for small errors the continuous-variable

thrust program is best initiated on a range criterion (20,000 ft from the target).

For larger errors, the interception phase should be initiated at miniminn lead angle

(the angle between the line-of-sight and relative velocity vectors) while the con-

tinuous thrust phase is again initiated at a specified range.

Rendezvous operations for low earth orbit altitudes were investigated

thoroughly, defining the following general propulsion requirements. For the main

closure engine, the 6V will vary between 200 and 300 ft/sec depending upon the

initial conditions of the maneuver. The initial thrust-to-mass ratio required is

about 0.06 lbf/lbm, while a thrust variability of 3 :1 is normally adequate. If an

interception phase is required, there will be an increase in 4V requirement of up

to 150 ft/sec; the nominal thrust level for interception is 0.015 lbf/lbm.

E.	 THE DOCKING PHASE

The orbital rendezvous docking phase is defined as the final phase of

the rendezvous maneuver beginning after the last correction of the closure phase

and ending when the interceptor is attached to the target. (The term attached

is used in the broadest sense and includes the station-keeping maneuver). To establish

the propulsion requirements necessary to make any velocity changes required during

the docking phase, the initial and final conditions of the docking phase must be

defined. A study was made of four technological areas directly influencing these

docking conditions. The four areas considered are guidance system characteristics,

interceptor exhaust-plume effects on the target, impact dynamics an y coupling

techniques, and liquid propulsion system cutoff at-curacies. Based on the study of

the above four areas the following nominal initial and final conditions were estab-

lished:
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(1) Initials

Range = 1500 to 100 ft (1000 ft nominal)

Relative velocity = -5 to -10 ft/sec

(2) Final

Range = 0 ± 2 to 3 ft

Relative velocity = 0 to -1 ft/sec

A representative docking technique was established in which the inter-

ceptor is held within a control cone while the distance between itself and the target

is closed. This procedure is represented graphically in Figure 2. Using this

technique the total velocity requirement for all axes is about 35 ft/sec maximum.

The thrust-to-mass ratios for docking should be in the range 0.005 lbf/lbm to

0.02 lbf/lbm. For the docking system, throttleable engines are not required, but

restartability is a definite requirement with the capability for pulse thrusting.

Thrust vector control is provided by the attitude control system.

In addition to the nominal docking requirements, propulsion require-

ments to perform a station keeping maneuver were established. The total impulse to

mass ratio depends upon the station keeping drift rate and amplitude of oscillation,

but will generally be of the order of 0.1 
lb bmsec per hour of operation. The

thrust to mass ratios required are in the range between 10 -3 and 10
-2
 lbf/lbm.

F.	 AT'T'ITUDE CONTROL

The specification of the attitude control system propulsion require-

ments is complicated by the dependence on vehicle size and shape information (i.e...

moments of inertia) and by the interaction of control requirements and character-

istics with the particular type of attitude control systems under consideration. It

is therefore necessary to define (a) methods for evaluation of control requirements

based upon the various types of attitude control systems, as well as (b) methods for

comparison and selection of the most advantageous control system for a specific

mission and vehicle.

In this report the competitive systems are defined and the comparisons

are presented. System comparisons were made for three basic types of systems -

reaction jets, thrust vector control (gimballed-engine) systems, and reaction-wheels.

Page 8
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Three types of operational periods which may arise during a rendezvous maneuver were

considered: correction of main engine thrust misalighment, attitude limit cycles,

and control of initial rates.

Parametric weight curves were developed for the three types of systems

for each type of operation. Weight comparisons of all feasible system cobminations

indicated that an all-reaction-jet system is generally best. There may be times,

however, when the use of thrust vector control during main engine thrusting may

be desirable.

G.	 ENGINE TRANSIENT AND CONTROL ANALYSIS

A single degree-of-freedom rendezvous engine transient analysis was

performed to determine the effects of engine thrust dynamics on terminal guidance,

stability, and control in the rendezvous of space vehicles. Based on the analysis,

it can be concluded that, for a friendly target, there are no serious stability and

control problems created by variable-thrust dynamics.

III. MISSION ANALYSES

A.	 EARTH-ORBIT RENDEZVOUS OF SATURN C-5 PAYLOADS

The single rendezvous of Saturn C -5 payloads for subsequent lunar

operations was examined in detail. During the course of the study of this mission,

numerous methods for achieving the rendezvous with maximum simplicity and maximum

accumulated payload were examined. Included in the evaluation were methods involving

the accumulation of the payload by the assembly in space of two discrete parts, as

well as methods involving the transfer of propellant to a partially empty orbit-

launch vehicle. Rendezvousing discrete parts for this mission does not provide the

maximum payload with the discrete peices which are available. These are assumed to

be the S-IVB orbit-launch vehicle and the Apollo lunar capsule and service module.

,Instead, it appeared best from the standpoint of maximizing payload to select the

propellant transfer method. The propellant transfer method is possibly more complex,

but this disadvantage does not outweigh the advantage of substantially increased

total payload available for the subsequent lunar operation.

The mission profile for this mission is based on the one selected by
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the George C. Marshall Space Flight Center and an independent investigation made to

substantiate certain of the profile's characteristics. Included in the mission

profile is the use of the parking orbit technique tc obtain maximum launch flexibility.

The mission is illustrated in Figure 3.

Using the selected mission profile, the propulsion requirements for the

entire rendezvous mission have been established. Included are the propulsion require-

ments to correct orbit plane errors and perform the transfer from the parking orbit

to the operational orbit, as well as the propulsion requirements for the closure

maneuver, docking, and attitude control.

In order to establish these propulsion requirements, a series of

independent analyses were performed. These include analysis of the transfer errors,

selection of the best closure thrusting scheme, and selection of the closure phase

initiation criteria.

Considering orbit transfer errors commensurate with extensive ground

tracking of the target, the best closure phase thrusting scheme was found to be a

continuous-thrust program with limited variability; initiation of the closure phase

was best accomplished at a range of 20,000 ft.

Two different propulsion systems are required - a primary system to

perform the plane change, orbit transfer, and closure maneuvers and a secondary

system to perform the docking, attitude control, and settling jet functions. The

velocity and thrust requirements for these systems are given in Table 1.

The total velocity requirement for the primary system including an

addition of approximately 10% for contingency, is 700 ft/sec. The acceleration at

maximum thrust is 2.0 ft/sect and the maximum thrust variability is 3:1. Two

restarts are required; thrust vector control is provided by the attitude control

system.

The docking and attitude control system used constant intermittent

thrust. The thrust levels required are 1000 lbf along each axis for docking and

250 lbf about each axis for attitude control.

B.	 SPACE STATION RENDEZVOUS

The requirements for earth-orbit rendezvous with a space station are

very similar to those for the rendezvous of Saturn C -5 payloads in an earth-orbit.
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The rendezvous altitude was assumed to be 300 n.m. to allow for a reasonable station

lifetime with little radiation hazard from the Van Allen belts. To be as general

as possible, the assumption was made that a minimum of ground tracking was available,

so that a midcourse or interception phase was required. The characteristic velocity

and specific thrust requirements for this mission are given in Table 2. The total

velocity requirement is about 850 ft/sec for the main engine, about 200 ft/sec
maximum for interception and docking, and about 50 rad/sec for attitude control.

(The units rad/sec for attitude control are equivalent to the 3V applied divided

by the moment arm from the bodies C.G. to the engine location. Use of the units

allows general application to any vehicle shape.) The main engine acceleration level

varies less than 3:1 with a maximum value of 3.8 ft/sec 2, equivalent to a thrust to

mass ratio of about 0.12 lbf/lbm. The docking and attitude control thrust to mass

ratios are about 0.015 lbfflbm and 0.001 lbf/lbm, respectively.

C.	 LUNAR-ORBIT itENDEZVOUS

The lunar-orbit rendezvous mission differs considerably from the

earth-orbit missions. The primary difference is that the lunar-orbit rendezvous

propulsion system must perform the ascent phase as well as an orbit transfer, mid-

course or interception, closure, and docking phases. The requirement to perform an

ascent phase greatly increases the complexity of the mission. Four different mission

profiles are considered and propulsion requirements are determined. These mission

profiles considered include;

1. Mission Profile A

The Lunar Excursion Module (L.E.M.) ascends directly to the

100 n.m. rendezvous orbit altitude. An interception phase precedes closure and the

final docking phases.

2. Mission Profile AA

The L.E.M. is launched into a 10 n.m. parking orbit and sub-

sequently transfers to the 100 n.m. orbit. Closure and docking follow the transfer

maneuver.

3. Mission Profile B

The L.E.M. is launched directly into an orbit having a period
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equal to that of the target orbit. The orbit has an apogee of 194 n.m. and perigee

of 10 n.m.; varying injection altitudes were investigated. Interception, closure

and docking follow the ascent.

4.	 Mission Profile C

A modification of mission B in which ascent is made to equal

period orbits of different eccentricities, with perigee as the injection point of
each orbit.

Two propulsion systems are required for each of the missions; the

functions to be performed vary depending upon the mission profile used. The pro-

pulsion requirements for each mission profile are given in Table 3.

Mission profiles A and B require either continuous or stepwise varia-

bility of the main engine with intermittent thrusting. Profile A has the lowest d V

requirements. Profiles AA and C require no variability and only one restart of the

main engine. Closure and docking are performed by a secondary intermittent thrusting

propulsion system.

IV.	 PROPULSION SYSTEM DESIGN

A.	 CONCEPTUAL DESIGN FOR THE EARTH-ORBIT RENDEZVOUS OF SATURN C-5 PAYLOADS

1.	 Transfer and Closure Propulsion System

For purposes of comparison, the main propulsion system was

divided into four elements: propellants, thrust chamber and nozzle, pressurization

system, and propellant tankage.

The major criteria for the selection of the best systems were:

weight and performance, reliability, practicability, and compatibility with config-

uration constraints. The propulsion system concepts selected for evaluation were

based upon choices made among the following: propellant combination, type of thrust

chamber, number of engines, direction of thrust (orthogonal or nonorthogonal),

pressurization system, type of propellant tankage, number of propellant tanks, and

engine location.

Cryogenic, earth-storable, and high-performance space-storable

propellants were selected for comparison. It was concluded that the L02JLH2 propel-
lant combination was most suitable for initial e rth-orbit rendezvous propulsion

Page 12
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systems in the C -5 payload range, with future effort being devoted to OF2/BA or
alternate high-performance space-storable systems, as experience with these propel-

lant combinations increases. The propulsion system using OF 2/BA propellants
showed a weight advantage of about 4% over the system using L0 2/LH2, while the
system using N204/Aerozine-50 was about 30% heavier than the LO2/LH2 system.

Four basic thrust chamber types were considered in the study;

regeneratively-cooled deLaval, ablation-cooled deLaval, radiation-cooled deLaval

and unconventional plug nozzle and expansion-deflection engines. The conventional
engines were found to have no advantage over the conventional engines in the selected

vehicle configuration. Ablatively cooled engines were found to be generally best,

except at high chamber pressures where the regeneratively-coaled chambers have a

definite weight advantage. Pyrolitic grapldte radiation chambers were not found to

be competitive because of the prohibitive weight attendant with the use of a required

protective shield. Ablative chambers were therefore selected for the pressure-fed

systems, whereas regeneratively-cooled chambers were selected for pump-fed systems.

A comparison between turbopump and pressure feed systems was

made. The two systems were found to be comparable in terms of weight and reliability.

A pressure-fed system with ablative-cooled chamber was selected based upon greater

flexibility and growth potential to other propellants.

Various vehicle configurations and numbers of engines wc-re

compared with the selection of the configuration shown in Figure 4. The vehicle
utilizes a toroidal L0 2 payload tank of segmented spherical construction. The single
engine is mounted in the center of the toroidal tank.

2.	 Docking and Attitude Control Propulsion System

After consideration of numerous propellants and conceptual

system designs the docking-attitude control system selected utilizes earth-storable

propellants (N204/Aerozine -50) in a single set of tankage, with teflon bladders
for positive expulsion. The system is pressurized with stored helium and ablative

engines used throughout were found to be best.
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B. PRELY14INARY DESIGN FOR THE EARTH-ORBIT RENDEZVOUS OF SATURN C -5
PAYLOAD

Under the preliminary design analysis, the vehicle was described in

detail and a weight and structural analysis was performed. An inboard profile of

the vehicle is illustrated in Figure 5. The primary and secondary propulsion

systems, including the ablative chamber and nozzle, pressurization system, tankage,
and insulation are described in Volume III. The chamber pressure and expansion

ratio for the main engine optimized at 95 psis and 50:1, respectively. A multiple-

pintle variable-area infection system was selected over other injection systems for

the variable thrust primary system. The primary system's thrust chamber and nozzle

are shown in Figure 6. The pressurization system includes a gas generator-heat

exchanger which heats auxiliary hydrogen and helium for pressurization of the

hydrogen and helium tanks, respectively. For the secondary system optimizations

of the engines' expansion ratios and chamber pressure gave results of 40:1 and

100 psia, respectively. A number of engine configurations were compared with the

selection of that shown schematically in Figure 7 and in detail in Figure 5. The

complete propulsion system specification for the rendezvous of Saturn C-5 payloads

in a low earth orbit are given in Table 4.

C. MISSION VARIATION CONSIDERATIONS

The propulsion requirements for two missions, in addition to the

rendezvous of Saturn C -5 payloads in a low earth orbit, have been established. The

requirements were established basically to determine how the nominal propulsion

system specification for the Saturn C -5 mission would vary for other rendezvous

missions contemplated for the next 10 to 15 years, and what effect these changes

would have on the propulsion E em design philosophy. Rendezvous with an earth-

orbiting space station and lunar-orbit rendezvous were selected as missions typical

of those which are scheduled for the prescribed time interval.

Analysis of the requirements of the space-station missions indicates

that the propulsion system design requires little modification from that specified

for the Saturn C-5 rendezvous mission, until the rendezvous vehicle Payload exceeds

about 400,000 lb. For larger payloads, a turbopump-fed aystem achieves a moderate

weight advantage over the pressure-fed system, based on an analysis using LO2/LH2

propellants. This recommendation should be verified for each application, however.

Page 14
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particularly if OF2132H6-type propellants are selected. The selection of high-

performance spsce-storable propellants is considered desirable since space station

rendezvous missions will probably occur in a time period in which the technology

for these propellants will be sufficiently advanced to allow their use. A possible

additional requirement for a propulsion system performing space-station rendezvous

might involve reuse. For such applications, ablative chambers would not be

acceptable and regeneratively-cooled chambers or radiation-cooled chambers would be

applied. The propulsion system specifications for the earth-orbit space station

mission are given in Table 5.

The advanced-technology lunar-rendezvous propulsion system differs

from the current LEK system cc:icept primarily in that OF2/B2H6-type propellants are

also specified in order to take advantage of their high performance and space

storability. In addition, the propulsion system differs from the Saturn C-5 rendez-

vous propulsionsystem in that the primary propulsion system performs the ascent

and transfer phases while the constant-thrust secondary system performs both the

closure and docking maneuvers. No thrust variability is required. Both primary

and secondary systems are pressure fed and ablatively-cooled engines were specified

in all cases. Table 6 is a summary of the propulsion system specifications for

the lunar-orbit rendezvous mission.

V.	 CONCLUSIONS AND RECONbOMTIONS

The following is a brief presentation of the conclusions arrived at during
the course of the program and the recommendations for improving the space-rendezvous

propulsion-system technology.

A.	 CONCLUSIONS

1. The closure and docking phases are unique to the rendezvous

maneuver.

2. The characteristics of the rendezvous maneuvers are low

velocity increment, low acceleration levels and extensive thrust control which can

be reasonably limited in control range.

3. The closure phase propulsion system characterist-.cs are

flexible in that a variety of methods are workable; however, the following

Page 15
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generalizations can be made:

a. for large payloads a variable thrust single-engine for

closure and on-off orthogonal thrust for docking is best.

b. for small payloads on-off control with positive expulsion

is applicable for both maneuvers.

4.	 Significant payload improvement is possible through unusual

vehicle design concepts.

B.	 RECOMMENDATIONS

1.	 System control interactions with the propulsion system suggests

further analysis and demonstration in the following areas:

a. a verification that the variable-thrust system control-

lability during closure will not be a major problem by exam-

ination of the interaction of the attitude control system and

the closure system.

b. an investigation to determine the variable-thrust system

dynamics for the rendezvous system designs developed.

C *	 ground test demonstration of the rendezvous propulsion

system feasibility.

2.	 The following additional mission analyses are recommended:

a. the determination of rendezvous propulsion requirements

for an orbital'% tug "required for space station assembly.

b. the determination of propulsion requirements for a

translunar shuttle.

C.	 the determination of propulsion requirements for a

recoverable and reusable system for space-station rendezvous.

3.	 More detailed examination of the design aspects of propulsion

systems using OF2/B2H6 propellants is required.

Page 16
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4. Further study of the applicability of pryolitic graphite

chambers for rendezvous mission applications should be made.

5. Injector programs to reduce the maximum injector pressure drop

and chamber programs to develop-light-weight full-ablative chambers should be continued.

Page 17
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TABLE .-1

SUMMARY OF PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS

FOR THE SATURN C-5 EARTH-ORBIT RENDEZVOUS

Characteristic
Maneuver	 Velocity	 Specific Thrust

Plane change	 223.0 fps	 2.0 fps 

Transfer	 180.0 fps	 2.0 fps 

Closure (maximum) 	 225 fps	 Variableable 
2 2 

fps 
22

Docking (small errors)	 43 fps	 0.1+5 fps 

Attitude control	 48 rad/sec	 0.03 rad/sec2

Tab le 1
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TABLE 2

SUMMARY OF THE PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS

ASSOCIATED WITH THE SPACE STATION RENDEZVOUS

Operating	 Characteristic
Acceleration Time	 Velocity

(fps 2) (sec)	 (fps)*

Main Dock aACS
Main Dock

ACSSyst. Syst. Syst. Syst.

PLANE CHANGE 2.0 (avg.) 112 - - 223 - -

TRANSFER IMPULSE 2.0 (avg.) 145 - - 291 - -

CLOSURE

Interception .5 (max.) - 293*** - - 161 -

Rendezvous 3.8 to 2 138 - - 338 - -

DOCKING s5 klme x . ) - 4o*** - - 43

- 12@ - - -

ATTITUDE CONTROL** .03 (avg.) - - 310@9 - - 48

TOTALS - 395 333*** 310@0 852 2o4 48

12@

* For attitude control, the total AV is in rad/sec

** The requirement for control of thrust misalignment shall be assumed to
be zero either because the engine is mounted at the c.g. or because the
engine is gimballed.

*** Longitudinal

@ Lateral

@@ Axis

Tab le 2
Volume I
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TABLE 3

SUMMARY OF MISSION PROFILES

A AA B C Units

Ascent Phase

Transfer Orbit Apogee Altitude 100 100 194 120 nom.

Transfer Orbit Perigee Altitude -453 -49.4 10 8o n.m.

Launch Window 343.2 1321 313.4 296.4 sec

Launch Time 260 -367.9 210.4 203.2 sec

Launch Opportunities per 24 Hour 13.3 00 13.3 13.3

Time from Launch to Orbit Injection 	 210.46 52000 656 811.8 sec

Characteristic Velocity Increment 5203 6267 6284 6290 ft/sec

Thrust Level 6000 6000 6000 6000 lb

Closure Phase

Aim Point Conditions

Range 9.22 1.96 20.2 5.96 n.m.

Line-of-Sight Angle 180.28 182.7 280.0 285.0 deg

Relative Velocity 1031.5 207. 487 112.7 f t/sec

Lead Angle .7869 2.74 11.81 14.59 deg

Initiation Opportunities 1 1.7 13.3 13.3
Time from Orbit Injection to
Aim Point 82o 1940 0.0 1520 sec

Characteristic Velocity Increment

Interception Maneuver 159.0 15.19 172.9

Rendezvous Maneuver 1032 220 481.15 ft/sec

Total 1199 220 497.34 172.9 ft/sec

Thrust Level

Interception Maneuver 184.0 70 66.15 70 lb

Rendezvous Maneuver 5030	 3465 1636	 1562 lb

Total Time of Closure Phase 171.3 350. 288.49 331.3 sec

Weight at end of Closure Phase 5256 5228 5066 5230 lb

Complete Mission Parameter

Total Characteristic Velocityy **6402 ***6487 ***6781. 6463*** ft/sec

Total Time to Rendezvous 1201.76 54290•* 944.5 2763 sec

*
Includes maximum waiting time in parking orbit

** Per 24 hour period	 Tab le 3
Maximum values within error region
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